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ABSTRACT

In this work, we propose a methodology based on the alias resolu-
tion process to demonstrate that the IP level view of the route pro-
vided by traceroute may be a poor representation of the real router-
level route followed by the traffic. More precisely, we show how
the traceroute output can lead one to (i) inaccurately reconstruct the
route by overestimating the load balancers along the paths toward
the destination and (ii) erroneously infer routing changes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Computer-communication networks]: Network Architec-
ture and Design—Network topology
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1. INTRODUCTION
Operators and researchers rely on traceroute to measure routes

and they assume that, if traceroute returns different IPs at a given
hop, it indicates different paths. However, this is not always the
case. Although state-of-the-art implementations of traceroute al-
low to trace all the paths toward a destination when routers along
the path perform load balancing [1], the traceroute output is poten-
tially misleading: we have developed a methodology, based on the
IP alias resolution (the process of gathering under a unique iden-
tifier those addresses belonging to the same router), to uncover
common cases when traceroute yields different measurements even
though the path under investigation is the same. We aim at an-
swering to the basic question of whether two differing route mea-

surements provided by traceroute are actually the same (and, even

more generally, whether two segments of two traceroute traces are

the same): this question has potentially strong implications on ear-
lier studies based on traceroute such as, for instance, assessing the
route stability in the Internet, a topic first investigated in a semi-
nal work by Vern Paxons [5] and recently reappraised by Cunha et
al. [2].
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(a) Traceroute reports two addresses at the 8-th hop. The common
interpretation is that the 7-th hop is splitting the traffic along two
different forwarding paths (case 1); another explanation is that the 8-
th hop is an RFC compliant router using multiple interfaces to reply
to the source (case 2).
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(b) Load-balanced paths per source-destination before and after the
alias resolution process.

Figure 1: Overestimation of load balanced paths.

In this poster, we show that the state-of-the-art interpretation of
traceroute output can lead one to (i) inaccurately reconstruct the
route by overestimating the load balancers along the paths toward
the destination and (ii) erroneously infer routing changes. Indeed,
thanks to the alias resolution process, we demonstrate that the IP
level view of the route provided by traceroute may be a poor repre-
sentation of the real router-level route followed by the traffic.

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Overestimating load balanced paths. In this section, we describe
how traceroute may induce one to wrongly reconstruct the route
toward the destination.



Traceroute commonly sends multiple probes per hop. In Fig. 1a,
traceroute reports two addresses at the 8-th hop, as two TTL-limited
packets sent to the destination solicit replies by two different ad-
dresses (W and Y). This scenario is commonly interpreted as fol-
lows: the router located at the 7-th hop performs load balancing,
splitting the traffic sent toward the destination across multiple equal
cost paths. While this explanation is perfectly reasonable, RFC1812
states that the source address of an ICMP error packet must cor-
respond to the outgoing interface of the ICMP reply, rather than
the interface on which the packet triggering the error was received.
Although it is commonly believed that routers in the Internet pro-
vide the incoming interface as source address in the Time Exceeded
replies [7], RFC-compliant routers exist such as the Cisco 3660
routers running IOS 12.0(7)XK1 [4]. Accordingly, we argue as an-
other possible explanation that W and Y are owned by the same
RFC-compliant router performing load balancing on the reverse
path when replying to the sender, thus exposing multiple IP ad-
dresses to traceroute1. As an extreme case, a forward path may be
unique at the router level, but the IP-level view provided by tracer-
oute may wrongly suggest multiple forwarding paths.

By applying an alias resolution technique, we can resolve IPs to
routers: this allows us to differentiate if the addresses belong to the
same router or not. As a first evaluation of the magnitude of the
phenomenon, we launched MDA-traceroute [1] from 14 PlanetLab
nodes toward about 2.3K destinations in distinct /12 prefixes ran-
domly selected among those addresses responsive to ping accord-
ing to the PREDICT project2. We focused on the load balanced
traces (8, 066) and applied an alias resolution technique [6] on the
addresses appearing in the same trace at the same hop. The objec-
tive is to investigate if multiple forwarding paths still persist at the
router level. Our results suggest that Paris traceroute – a traceroute
variant specifically designed to accurately capture load balanced
paths [1] – in fact drastically overestimates the prevalence of load
balanced paths. Fig. 1b shows that the number of paths between a
source-destination pair decreased by 45% on average as we went
from Paris traceroute’s IP level paths to router level paths. In fact,
14% of traces identified by the tool as having multiple paths turned
out to actually be a unique router-level path.

Ghost routing changes. We describe how using traceroute to mon-
itor an Internet path over timemay wrongly suggest a routing change.
Fig. 2a reports two sample traceroute traces for the same source-
destination path collected in two consecutive measurements. The
two paths differ at the 3rd and 5th hops, which would commonly be
interpreted as a path change. However, our work suggests that, in
fact, the path may be unchanged at the router level, with the differ-
ing hops caused by RFC-compliant routers making use of different
outgoing interfaces when replying to traceroute. Again, this cir-
cumstance can be easily assessed by using an alias resolution tech-
nique to check if the addresses appearing at differing hops (R and
Y or W and T) are interfaces of the same router or not.

In an initial investigation of the phenomenon, we analyzed tracer-
outes from the iPlane project [3], using iPlane paths from 4 Plan-
etLab nodes on September 17 and 18 (721,780 total paths). We
adopted a conservative approach by considering only those pairs
of path (i) containing at least one differing hop, (ii) unchanged in
terms of number hops and (iii) not involving unresponsive routers,
leaving a final set of 38,844 distinct path pairs. Finally, we applied

1A similar result is caused also by a non-RFC compliant router
connected to the previous hop with multiple links: an effective ap-
proach used to improve the link capacity [1].
2IP Address Hitlist, PREDICT USC-LANDER http://www.
isi.edu/ant/traces/dataset_list.html

(a) A pair of traceroute traces collected in distinct moments related to
the same source-destination path - some addresses differ suggesting
that the path has changed.
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(b) Differing hops per path before and after the alias resolution pro-
cess - conversely to what traceroute suggests, 32.4% of the paths
are actually unchanged.

Figure 2: IP-level of the paths view vs router-level view.

an IP ID-based alias resolution technique [6] to check if the ad-
dresses involved at the differing hops belong or not to the same
router. Our results suggest that the phenomenon is not uncom-
mon. The impact of the alias resolution on the observed routing
changes is depicted in Fig. 2b. Surprisingly, 32.1% of the paths did
not actually change; although the IP-level view provided by tracer-
oute changed, the real path at the router level is unchanged. We
observed unchanged paths containing up to 6 differing hops, but,
in most of the cases, unchanged paths differed at a single IP hop.
Globally, we observed that about 54% of the paths with a single dif-
fering hop are actually unchanged. Our results suggest that when a
routing change is due to a unique differing hop there is a significant
probability that the path is actually unchanged.

3. FUTURE WORK
Our ongoing work focuses on (i) improving the adopted method-

ology with multiple alias resolution techniques and dealing with
unresponsive routers; (ii) analyzing a wider dataset related to larger
period of time to better evaluate the magnitude of the phenomena;
(iii) reassessing the results on route stability [2,5] in the light of our
new findings; (iv) reducing the probing overhead of state-of-the-art
implementations of traceroute unnecessary when the observed mul-
tiple forwarding paths are just an artefact of the tool.
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